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I. Introduction 
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TUBL~CULOSIS IN LOUISVILLE AND J~FFERSON COUNTY 
I. Introduction 
There is an easy complacency in Louisville about tuberculosis. 
Some years ago the city and Jefferson County jointly built a beautiful and 
spacious sanatorium at Waverley Hills. Visiting physicians praise its ade-
quate equipment and staff. Hospital statistics prove that it supplies the 
city and county with more than the standard number of beds for tuberculous 
patients; its provision for Negro patients is unusually generous. These 
pleasing truths tend to dull anxiety over tuberculosis as a local menace. 
Other social and health problems may be admitted, but it is not generally 
considered that tuberculosis presents any difficulties. 
To what extent is this satisfaction justified! Is tuberculo-
sis no longer an important health problem! Do Louisville and Jefferson 
County compare favorably with other parts of the country in this respect! 
~bat is the financial cost of the disease to the community! Is expenditure 
of tax money and private contributions for tuberculosis control resulting 
in decreased incidence! 
Since there are no generally available answers to these ques-
tions the following study of tuberculosis in Louisville and Jefferson Coun-
ty was undertaken. It is essentially a study of the social and economic 
factors connected with tuberculosis and makes no attempt to approach the 
medical aspects of the disease. 
Tuberculosis ~as found to present very different problems 
when studied in detail than when seen as a whole. Particularly was this 
true in regard to its incidence among white and Negro peoples. Other 
'. 
" 
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classifications showing variations were those involving sex, age, marital 
condition, geographic distribution, occupation, economic status and insti-
tutional residence. An inquiry into all of these factors, as they apply to 
the tuberculous, forms one section of this rf~port. other sections are de-
voted to the facilities for the care and prevention of tuberculosis in 
Louisville and Jefferson County, to the cost in terms of taxation and con-
tributions by private agencies working in this field, and to the problem 
of tuberculosis among non-residents. 
As the local tuberculosis statistics for anyone year may 
show a-typical variations and as trends are of especial value in health 
studies, it was decided to collect and analyze the statistics of a five 
year period. The most recent available local fi~res ~ere those from 1934 
to 1938 inclusive, but national figures desireable for comparison could 
be obtained in detailed breakdo\\n only for the census years. Although 
some of the 1940 Census data were issued before the final draft of this 
study ~as finished, other required national data were not yet ready nor 
had any reports been published by national tuberculosis agencies based 
on the 1940 Census material. Therefore the basic data used in this study 
"ere the United states Census figures for 1930 and the local death cer-
tificates giving tuberculosis as the cause of demise during the five years 
1934 to 1938. 
All original death certificates for Louisville and Jefferson 
County are preserved in the vaults of the state Department of l.iealth, but 
copies of those indicating tuberculosis as the cause of death are 'sent to 
the Louisville Tuberculosis Association. Local tuberculosis figures and 
2. 
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rates in the statistical tables of the report are based on these official 
copies made by employees of the state Health Department. References to 
other original sources are credited in the footnotes. 
A survey of tuberculosis based on active cases as well as on 
deaths might seem to have more significance, especially in computing the 
cost of the disease to the comrwnity. It is, however, impo5sible to obtain 
data on all current cases; private phYSicians are unwilling to furnish 
information which concerns their patients; death certificates are the 
first public record of many cases, although officially tuberculosis is a 
reportable disease. Authorities in this field, however, believe that 
tLere is a direct r6lation between the number of tuberculosis deaths and 
the incidence of the disease in a con~unity, ~nd that the findings which 
1 
relate to the deceased are true for the entire number of cases involved. 
1. rUscock, Ira V., Community Health Organization, p. 99 
3. 
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II. General Extent of TUberculosis in Louisville 
and Jefferson County 
, 
.' 
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II. General Extent of TUberculosis in Louisville and Jefferson County 
The 1930 U.S. Census gives the total population for Louis-
ville and Jefferson County as 355,350, of whom 304,382 were white and 
51,168 'li.iere Negro. Local rates throughout this rt;port are based on these 
population figures. 
During the period from January 1, 1934 through December 31, 
1938 there were 1378 deaths from tuberculosis in Louisville and Jefferson 
County. Of these, 145 ~ere deaths of persons whose residence was outside 
of the city and county. Since the original source of infection of this 
group is beyond local control and since the group presents other features 
peculiar to itself, the problems of the non-resident will be considered 
in a later section of the report. For the years included in the study it 
was impossible to obtain the number of deaths of residents of the city 
and county who died outside of that area. 
The 1233 persons, therefore, who were reSidents of Louisville 
and Jefferson County and who died there from tuberculosis in the years 
1934 to 1938 inclUSive, are the primary subject of this study. The follow-
ing table gives the number of deaths and the deathrates for each year, as 
well as the annual average for the entire period. Because only legal resi-
dents Who died locally are being considered the rates are slightly lower 
than those found in the official reports. "'~hile the local rate fell dur-
ing these five years from 78.2 to 66.7 per 100,000 population, the annual 
deathrate from tuberculOSis in the entire state of Kentucky fell from 
74.7 to 66.l, and in the United states as a whole from 56.1 to 48.6 per 
100,000 popUlation. 
4. 
5. 
t, 
TABLE I 
Tuberculosis Deaths and Deathrates, Louisville and Jefferson County 
1934-1938 
Rate per 
~ Number Deaths 100,000 Pop. 
1934 279 78.2 
1935 209 58.8 
1936 233 65.5 
1937 275 77.3 
" 
1938 237 66.7 I 
Total 1233 
Annual AVbrage 247 69.3 
From this uneven succession of figures no very definite trend 
can be established, although figures for the later years are never as high 
as for the first; in view of the fact that the population during the later 
years was certainly somewhat higher than during the early years, although 
the 1930 Census population was conSistently used as a divisor in finding 
rates it is probable that there may have been a greater decline than is 
apparent. 
~\hen compared with other cities within it s popUlation class 
Louisville, exclusive of Jefferson County, Shows a high tuberculosis death 
rate. Of the 237 deaths registered for both city and county in 193b there 
were 218 reported to the New York Tuberculosis and Eealth Association from 
the city itself, giving a local city deathrate in that year of 71 per 
100,000 population. In the same year the local resident tuberculoSis death 
rates of the thirteen other cities in the United States with popUlations 
from 300,000 to 400,000 ranged from 20 to 99. Only two, Houston with 78 
l 
! • 
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and ~tlanta with 99, were higher than Louisville. It may be noted, however, 
that most of these cities were in the northern part of the United states 
where both climate and small proportion of Negro citizens contributed to 
a lower deathrate. 
In the most recent (1939) edition of Co~nity Health organi-
zation, Dr. Hiscock states that 
» It is customary to estimate that there Lhould be five 
known cases (diagnosed as active tuberculosiS) under 
supervision for each annual death, on the average. With 
the present size of family there are at least three 
contacts of each active case. It may therefore be figured 
that the tuberculosis problems of a community concern 
roughly 24 people for each annual death, i.e., the fatal 
case, (its) three contacts, five (other) active cases, 
and fifteen contacts of these cases. 1t 2 
On the basis of these figures Louisville and Jefferson County 
would have each year, in addition to 247 deaths from tuberculosis, 1235 
active cases of the disease and 4446 persons who were contacts. These 
5928 persons annually in need of medical examinations and supervision 
represnt almost 2% of the combined population of the city and county. 
The medical, social and financial problems presented by such a group make 
no small demands on total community resources. In order to appreciate 
what these demands are it is necessary to ascertain the prevalence of the 
disease among various age groups, racial groups, geographic areaS and 
social and economic strata. "Unless we appreciate the effect of age, sex, 
1. NeVI York Tuberculosis and Health Association, Tuberculosis Mortality 
In Forty-six Large Cities of the United states During the Year 1938, p.l 
2. Hiscock, Ira V., op.cit., p.leO 
6. 
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race and nationality, marital status, occupation and the other factors 
which influence vital phenomena, we may encounter the fallacy of con-
cealed classification in our ihterpretation of vital facts. The most 
serious error comes in the interpretation of rates based on unlike age 
1 
Results of inquiry into these fields are presented in the groupings.1> 
following paragraphs. 
1. Hall, M.F., Public Health statistics, p. 81 
l 
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III. Extent of Tuberculosis Among Special Groups and Areas 
A. According to Race 
B. According to Sex 
C. According to Sex and Race 
D. According to ;.ge Groups 
E. According to Geographic Area 
F. According to Occupation 
G. According to Marital Status 
H. According to Place of Death 
I. COITmunity Agencies and TuberculoSis 
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III. Extent of TUberculosis Among Special Groups and Areas 
A. TUberculosis According to Race 
TUberculosis has long been accepted as an especially serious 
threat to Negroes, a fact substantiated by local figures. Although they 
make up only 14.3% of the local population, 37.S~ of local deaths from 
tuberculosis were among Negroes, as is shown ib the folLowing table. 
TABLE II 
Deaths from TUberculosis According to Race 
Louisville and Jefferson County Residents, 1934-1938 
Vihite Negro 
Population 304,382 Sl,168 
percent of total population &S.7/; 14.3/~ 
Deaths 770 463 
percent of total deaths 62. Sfo 37.S~ 
Total 
355,350 
1233 
These proportions are not very different from those obtaining 
in the country as a whole where Negroes, who :flJake up approximately 10/' of 
1 
of the population supply 25;; of the deaths from tuberculosis. Almost 
everywhere the Negro deathrate is from three to five times higher than 
the white rate. The local average annual deathrates were 40.6 for the 
white and l8G.5 for the Negro population, or a ratio of 1 to 4. 
i These general figures, however, mask the more silnificant and 
spotty spread of rates which is revealed in the breakdown by age and sex, 
as well as race. 
1. Drolet, Godias J., Epidemology of TUberculosis, Journal of preven-
tive Iiiedicine, l.Iarch, 1930 
8. 
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B. Tuberculosis According to Sex 
Of the 1233 total deaths there were 700 males and 533 females, 
or a ratio of 56 males to 43 females. In the general population of Louis-
ville and Jefferson County there is a ratio of 49 males to 51 females. A 
comparison of these ratios indicates special hazards for men in connection 
with infection and death from tuberculosis. This deduction is corroborated 
by the local and national tuberclilosis deathrates which are, for Louisville 
and Jefferson County 81.1 for males and 58.5 for females, and for the na-
1 
taLOn as a whole in 1930, 77.0 for males and 58.2 for females. 
It is a curiuos and unexplained fact that "The tuberculosis 
deathrate for males is higher than that for females in England and Wales, 
Australia, Austria, Belgium and Scotland, but in the Netherlands, Sweden, 
switzerland and Japan it is usual for the female tuberculosis rate to be 
2 
higher than the male .'t_ 
C. 1uberculosis According to S6X and Race 
Breaking the figures down along racial as well as sex lines, 
it appears that these hazards are not equally distributed between white 
and Negro men. ;bile there is the same ratio between men and women in both 
the white and colored races, i.e., 49 men to 51 women, there is a ratio 
1. National Tuberculosis Association, New and Supplementary Facts and 
Figures About Tuberculosis, p. 10 
National Tuberculosis Association, Facts and Figures About Tubercu-
losis, p. 10 
9. 
l 
among those dying from tuberculosis of 53 white males to 47 white females, 
compared to a ratio of 64 Negro males to 36 Negro females. The following 
table gives the figures on which these ratios are based. 
TABu III 
I,eaths From Tuberculosis by Sex 
Louisville and Jefferson County Residents, 1934-35 
Y,hite Ne~ro Total Total 
Male Female Total Male Female Total iiiale Female 
Five Year Total 406 364 770 ;~94 169 463 700 533 
Annual Average 81 73 154 59 34 93 140 107 
Although the general statement that locally more men than women 
die from tuberculosis is true for both races, the difference in favor of 
the Negro female is marked. This difference holds conSistently for Negroes 
in each separate year of the study, while among whites there was one year 
when more females died than males. In one age group, however, the general 
statement does not hold; among young white adults from l~ to ~4 years of 
age there are more than twice as many deaths of females CiS of males. Cur-
iously this variation is not true for Louisville Negroes, although in other 
parts of the country the excess of female over male deaths at this age is 
outstanding in both races. 
lliiany explanations have been made for the generally recognized 
fact of the greater susceptability of young ",omen to tuberculoSis, but none 
has been fully accepted by the medical profession; nor has any theory been 
advanced as to the cause for t:le unusual fr€;edom from tuberculosis enjoyed 
by the young Negro women of Louisville and Jefferson County. 
10. 
l 
In the following table the average annual deathrates from 
tuberculosis for .uou .,_sville and Jeffbrson County in the J el::trs 193'* to 
1938, broken down by sex and race are compared i.i th corresponding rates 
for the United states as a whole in the year 1930, the most r~cent year 
for ~hich similar national data are available. 
TABLE IV 
National and Local Tuberculosis Deathrates per 100,C00 population 
\ihite Netijro 
Louisville and I,;ale Female Total Male Female Total 
Jefferson County 
Annual Average 
1934-1938 55.0 46.5 40.6 233.4 127.0 180.5 
1 
United states 
1930 64.9 52.3 57.9 199.3 190.2 183.6 
According to these fig,ures the local rates compare favorably 
with the national in all the items except the Negro male and the total 
male population. This last figure would seem to be determined entirely 
by the excessively high rate for Negro males since the local white male 
rate is lower than the national male rate. The unusually small number 
of deaths among Negro women brings the local general Negro rate close 
to the national Negro rate. Only a detailed breakdown of the statistics 
reveals the real nature of the problem confronting local public hecclth 
workers, namely, the abnormally high number of deaths among local Negro 
men. 
1. National Tuberculosis Association, 
Figures About Tuberculosis, p. 16 
incorrect, but is so given.) 
~. and Supplementary Facts and 
(The "Total" Negro rate seems 
11. 
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D. Tuberculosis According to Age Groups 
The factors of race and sex are so inextricably associated 
with the factor of age in connection with tuberculosis that they are con-
sidered jointly in the following paragraphs. In studying deaths from 
tuberculosis by age group there are two lines of inquiry which must be 
kept separate; first, within what age groups are there the most deaths! 
and second, within what age groups is the rate of death the highest, 
taking into consideration the total population for that age group! 
The age groupings recommended by the American Public Health 
Association as practical for such studies are as follows: 
Birth through four years 
Five through fourteen years 
Fifteen through twenty-four years 
Twenty-five through forty-four years 
Forty-five through sixty-four years 
Sixty-five years and over 
Age Unknown 
the preschool group 
school age group 
young adult group 
active work group 
middle age group 
old age group 
a small group 
However, the number of local individuals dying in the age 
group from birth through four years and from five through fourteen years 
was so small that it seemed statistically more sound to combine these two 
into one "childhood age group", including all those under fifteen years 
of age. In computing rates the insignificant local "age unknownn group 
was omitted. 
Table V presents the total number of resident deaths from 
tuberculosis in Louisville and Jefferson County in the five year period 
1934-1938, according to age, sex and race. 
13. 
TABU; V 
Total Deaths from Tuberculosis by Age, Sex and Race, 1934-1938 
Louisville and Jefferson Count;y: Resident s 
wnite Nesro Grand 
Ase Group Male Female Total ~ Female Total Total 
Birth through 14 years 26 21 47 8 12 20 b7 
15 through 24 years 22 51 73 45 46 91 164 
25 through 44 years 165 145 310 121 78 199 509 
45 through 64 years 134 95 229 106 21 127 356 
65 years and over 57 50 lC7 9 7 16 1~3 
Age Unknown 2 2 4 5 5 10 14 
, Total 406 364 770 294 169 463 1233 
The figures in this table show that the largest number of local 
victims of tuberculosis are men and women within the twenty-five to forty-
four year span, whether we consider the totals or the individual columns of 
white male and female or of Negro male and female. This fact is of particu-
lar importance because of the lost economic value of these men and women 
stricken down in the prime of life. Most old people and children are not 
self-supporting; their relatives or public funds must be responsible for 
their support. The difference in cost of their upkeep, sick or well, is in 
degree only. Tuberculosis, however, takes its highest toll from the ranks 
of those who are normally not only self-supporting, but who support others 
beside themselves. The cost to the co~nity of their illness does not end 
with the care given to them individ~ally. 
Do Louisville and Jefferson County have a disproportionate num-
ber of tuberculosis deaths in the young adult and active 'working age group! 
A comparison between the percentage of deaths in the various age groups and 
the percentage of people in the total popUlation in those age groups is 
o· shown in Table VI, for both ~~ local and national population. 
l 
TABLE VI 
Distribution by Age Group of the Total population (1930) 
And of Tuberculo~is Deaths (1934-1938) 
United states and Louisville and Jefferson County 
United states Louisville & Jeff. Co. 
% of Total j; of Tubercu- % of Total % of Tubercu-
Age Group population 105is Deaths population lOGis Deaths 
Birth through 14 29 5 25 5 
15 tl 24 18 16 17 14 
25 It 44 30 40 33 42 
45 ,. 64 18 28 19 29 
65 years & over 5 11 6 10 
Total lOa;~ lCOi~ lC~~ lOO/~ 
According to this table Louisville's proportion of deaths by 
age group shows very slight deviation from the proportions existing in the 
nation as a whole; where there are differences in proportion of deaths there 
are usually corresponding differences in proportion of total popUlation. 
The figures in Tables V and VI are based on actual number of 
deaths. Comparative death rates, however, are a more significant index of 
h6alth conditions and a sounder guide for r(-;medial action. The following 
table shows that in all the age groups the local tuberculosis death rates 
are higher than the corresponding national rates. Both locally and nation-
ally the figu·res progressed consecutively from the lowest rate at the 
youngest age to the highest rate at the oldest age. 
TABLE VII 
Tuberculosis Death Late per 10(;,000 Population; Annual Average 1934-1938 
Age Grou] United states Louisville ~ Jeff. Co. 
Birth through 14 years 9.8 15.0 15 .. 2~ ,. 49.3 53.0 25 " 44 It 76.2 88.0 45 •• 64 .. 89.1 104.6 65 years and over 107.4 123.3 
14. 
l 
Since most studies show that the Negro race has higher tuber-
culosis death rates than the white race and since the percentage of Negroes 
in the population of Louisville and Jefferson County is hi~her than in the 
country as a whole (tbe local ratio is 1 i:egro to 6 ·white persons; the 
national ratio is 1 i'legro to 9 white persons), it seemed possible that 
t he local populatLm make-up might account for the higher local death rates. 
The rates for each race therefore, have been computed separately in the 
attempt to discover where the most serious local problems might be. 
'uhite 
TABLE, VIII 
Tuberculosis Death Late per 100,00G Population by Age 
United states and Louisville and Jefferson County 
Annual Average 1934-1938 
and Sex 
Lkale Female 
Age Group U.S. Local u.s. Local 
Birth through 14 years 7.1 13.1 7 r, .4 10.8 
15 It 24 I. 25.0 17.6 39.9 35.9 
25 .. 44 " 65.4 70.2 52.5 5'0.5 
45 to 64 ,·t 111.3 95.7 48.1 63.8 
tiS years and over 122.2 144.2 88.0 101.3 
TABLE IX 
Negro Tuberculosis Death Rate per 100,000 Population by Age and Sex 
United States and Louisville and Jefferson County 
Annual Average 1934-1938 
Male Female 
Age Group U.S. Local U.S. Local 
Birth through 14 years 28.1 29.4 34.9 44.7 
15 .. 24 .. 155.5 237.5 208.5 194.8 
25 .. 44 .. 259.7 263.6 207.2 155.6 
45 n 64 It 225.9 400.4 134.2 84.4 
65 years and over 184.1 17'0.7 109.2 119.9 
As these tables show, the local rates for both male and female 
children under fifteen years of age are higher than the national rates; the 
15. 
" 
l 
two rates approach most closely in the case of Negro male children. 
In the age group 15 through 24:rears Louisville and Jeffer-
son County have a slightly better rate than the country as a whole, ex-
cept in the case of the Negro males. 
In the age group 2;:' through 44 years the local rates are 
slightly worse than the national, except in the case of Negro females 
who have a distinctly favorable rate. 
In the age group 45 through 64 years the white men and the 
Negro women have lower rates locally than nationally; the local white 
women have somewhat higher rates than the national rate for white "'omen 
of this age; but an outstanding uivergence is shown in the case of the 
Negro male, who has a death rate of 400.4 per 100,000 population as 
compared with the corresponding national rate of 225.9. 
In the age group 65 years and over the local rate is slightly 
higher in every case except the Negro male, where it is slightly lower. 
In sununary, the local Negro male shows almost consistently 
higher death rates than does the Negro male nationally; the local Negro 
female shows a markedly lower than national death rate except in the case 
of little girls and old women where the differences, although adverse to 
the local group, are not wide; the local white rates follow the national 
white rates fairly closely, being sometimes better and sometimes worse. 
It would seem that both races contribute to placing the local 
tuberculosis death rates above the national rates, but that the Negro male 
presents the most serious problems, with the Negro female showing a sur-
prisingly favorable status. 
,I 
l 
In general the looal female rates are oonsiderably lower than 
the looal male rates. The only groups showing the reverse ratio are the 
white females between 15 and 24 years of age who have a death rate twioe 
as high as white males of similar age, and Negro female ohildren under 15 
years old who have 8 muCh higher death rate than Negro male ohildren. 
The major deduotion from the foregoing evidenoe is that the 
Negro male from 15 to 65 years and to a lesser extent the young Negro 
female are the looal groups most needing intensive health effort. 
,,' , ,If, I, .ftl til, ."',.,,'" J J fl. 4 aJ- • L ...... __ 
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F":. TubBrculosis According to Geographic Area 
Poor environmental sanitation has long been considered une of 
the predisposing factors in tuberculosis. Dark and damp dwellings make good 
breeding places for bacteria of all kinds and when they are overcrowded with 
human beings co~nunicable disease has excelllnt opportunities to spread. 
Of the total 1233 persons dying from tuberculosis in Louisville 
and Jefferson County during the period studied there were 15~ Who lived in 
the county outside of Louisville. The housing conditions where these cieaths 
occurred are not known; within the city, however, it is possible to know 
whether the homes of these tuberculous patients were in areas of good, fair 
or poor housing condition. 
Louisville has been divided by the United states Census Bureau 
into eighty-nine small geographic units known as cenSus tracts. Unfortunate-
ly, since the 1930 Census was not taken by census tracts it is not possible 
to ccmpute, by means of comparative clensi ties 0 f population, the comparative 
tuberculosis deCl.th rates of the different tracts. ;iowever, the map on page 
19 shows the numb6r of deaths occurring in each tract from 1934 to 1938. 
There were three tracts, ,112, ;/14 and ti'06 v,hich furnished no 
deaths from tuberculosis throughout the five year period. These tracts are 
very thinly populated with much park and other open spac6. 
The number of tuberculosis deaths is consistently lowest in the 
outer areas of the city. The majority of the tracts which make up Crescent 
hill, the Highlands, South Louisville lind the \west Lnd had from one to nine 
deaths, or an average of two deaths a year. AS one travels in toward the 
center of the city the number of deaths increases, with an annual average 
18. 
LOUISV\LLE 
Census Tract Map 
43 
TUBERCULOSIS DEATHS 
1934-1938 
No deaths 
1 - 9 deaths 
10 - 19 deaths 
20 - 39 deaths 
:. .- --" ~ ;. 
• It .' 
- .. ..- 40 - 59 deaths 
--- ----
·60 and over 
19. 
of four. In the heart of the city is census tract ;f30, bounded by Jefferson 
Stre6t and. Broadway from Tenth to Fourteenth streets, with the highest number 
of deaths -69- in the five yeMr period. At the time of the study it was ~ 
1 1 t d >' t t "st 'ct It nrclvl.'(i'ed tt.1e r'l'l.'R:h6st number dense y popu a e l~egro enemen ell. rl.. A 1. v 
of Negro deaths -67- and the hiehest number of children' 5 ueaths -0- of 
~ny tract in the city. 
The census tracts having the next highest number of cieaths were 
the adjacent d31 with 45 deaths, and the nearby 1i49 and ,,::59, each with 40 
cieaths. The area included in these four census tracts had an average of 9 
white and 30 1Jegro deaths from tuberculosis each year. 
'rhe role played by the !-Jei:,;ro in increasing the total death rate 
is clearly shown by' the fact that the highest number of v.hite cieaths -20-
20. 
dici not occur in any of these four tracts, but in ;:55 in Highland Park. 
This tract also furnished the highest number -5- of v.hite children's 
ueaths. It is largely inhabited by families who have recently moved into 
Louisville from rural areas where there have be~n few facilities for tuber-
culosis control. 
In 1938 the kunicipal Eousing CommiDf;ion surveyed the conditiun 
of all dwelling units in Louisville, later classifying them as in "good con-
di tiQnt ', "needing minor I'6pairtl , "n6eding major repair", and "unfit for 
human habitation". Th6re were only three out of the total eighty-nine tracts 
in the city which were found to contain more than two hundred houses "unfit 
for human habitation". These three tracts were 1/30, t/31 and ;/59, the same 
three tracts which also had the highest number of tuberculosis deaths. Among 
tlle group of tracts having between one and two hundred houses "unfit for human 
habitation" was #49, the fourth highest tract when measured by tuberculosis 
deaths. Tracts ]31 and A!:49 contained more hou ses in the category "Unfit for 
human habitation'~ than in any other category. 
Other housing data were collected about the ten tracts having 
tte highest number of deaths from tuberculosis. These were tracts if 24,25, 
30, 31, 49, 50, ~5, 58, 59 and b2. Seven of these ten contained more than 
leO dwelling units classified as "unfit for human habitation". It would have 
been interesting to know to what extent the tuberculous patients dWelt in 
the '"orst houses of the tracts, but this information was impossible to find. 
Six of these ten tracts were in the group having the greatest 
number of dwelling units with three or more persons per room. Two persons 
per room is supposed to represent the highest occupancy compatible "ith 
minimum ade~uate housing standards. 
In the amount of indoor plumbing the houses in these congested, 
infected areas ranked fairly well. Mos~ of the houses were tenements con-
verted from former large one-family homes and they contained indoor toilets 
and running water JiiorC frequently than the scattered small cottages in the 
census tracts nearer the outer city boundaries. The individual use of these 
toilets and sinks by one family was, however, very rare. 
The following ten tracts had the fewest number of deaths from 
tuberculosis: if 1, 12, 14, 45, 54, 70, 84, US, b6 and 87. bight of these 
tracts contained no dwellings "unfit for human habitation". None of them 
had dwelling units where the occupancy was as high as three or more persons 
per room. Four of these tracts, lying on the outskirts of the city, fell in 
the group with the least proportion of dwellings with indoor plumbing. 
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It is evident, therdore, that in Louisville there is a positive 
relation betVvebn ar6as of good housing anci low tuberculosis deaths, anCi a 
complete correlation between the areas of worst housinG and highest number 
of tuberculosis deaths. 
The correlation betw6en low rent and increased amount of tubercu-
losis is not so evident. A most frequent r6ntal of less than $10 pel' month 
Was found in four of the ten tracts with few tuberculosis deaths, and in 
five of the ten tracts with the highest number of deaths from tuberculosis. 
A most frequent rent of from $10 to 020 waS found in one tract with few 
deaths and in three tracts with wany deaths. A most frequent rent of over 
$3C per month was found in four of the tracts with few deaths and in one 
tract with many deaths. Those census tracts having low rentals and also 
low number of deaths from tuberculosis if 1 3 , 14 c;.no. 54 reprGsented 
spar sely populated peripheral areas where comparatively few people live in 
small scattered houses. 
In three of the four worst tracts the prevalent rents were very 
low. In ,I it 3C, 31 and 59 t[e most usual r6nt was less than $10 per month per 
housing unit. In ';49 most of the units paid from $30 to $50 per month, but 
there were numerous very low rentals in alley dwel.Lings. In general it 
might be said that these rundown areas, heavily infected '.-ith tuberculosis 
are not areas of high income value to their owners or to the city. These 
conSiderations played a part in the deciSion of the lv..unicipal Housing Com-
mission to locate their slum clearance projects in such areas. 1,10re than 
one-third of tract .159 is now included in the Clarkdale housing Project 
for white families, while fully one-third of tract 1130 and about one-eighth 
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of tract 1i3l will soon be occupied by similar model homes for Negroes. 
In Louisville low rentals are found in t'.,o widely different 
types of houses. The same rent may be paid for a small three-room cot-
tage with large surrounding yard and individual, but outSide, toilet 
and water facilities, as for a two-room furnished apartment in a crowd-
ed, dark tenement where several, possibly transient families use a com-
mon hallway, toilet and sink. It is thought ttat this fact accounts for 
the lack of correlation between frequency of tuberculosis deaths and low 
rentals, since the conditions first uescribed, although obtainable for 
low rent, do not constitute really bad hOUSing. 
F. Tuberculosis According to occupation 
occupation is popularly considered an important factor in the 
incidence of tuberculosis. The long-continued breathing of air overladen 
with soot or sharp-edged dust has a distinctly injurious effect in the 
lungs..here detailed studies of the past occupation of tuberculous pa-
tients have been made, direct correlation has been found between tIle dis-
1 
ease and occupations involving these and some other employment hazards. 
It is difficult, however, from the occupational information 
furnished on a death certificate to determine the actual conditions of the 
occupation as encountered by the patient. The report that the deceased was 
a I. foreman" or a It salesman'~ does not reveal much about the phySical concli-
tions surrounding his work, nor does the term "railroad employee" indicate 
1. National TuberculOSiS Association, Facts and Figures About TuberculOSis, 
p. 18 
l 
\:~hether the man hi:1d an indoor mechanic's job or was watchman at a crossing. 
Confusion also resuljs from the shift in occupation frequently made by tu-
berculous patients from the hazardous emplo~'ment IJdch may have accelerated 
the disease to an easy type of ,,'ork ."hich the patient .eaay have felt himself 
able to perform, but under which he may have finally succumbed. All of these 
factors, and others which appear later, make it impossible to draw reliable 
conclusions from any study of the occupation as stated on the death certi-
ficates of persons who have died from tuberculosis. Certain figures can be 
presented indicating in what ,t;eneral occupational groups the greatest number 
of deaths occur. 
Of the 1233 persons dying from tuberculosis in Louisville and 
Jefferson County in the years 1934-1938 there were 1166 over fifteen years 
of age and presumably able to have worked ~t some time prior to their deaths. 
On 375 certificates, representing practically one-third of these persons, 
there was no report regarding occupation. It is not known ~hether the deceas-
ed had never worked or whether there was negligence in filling out the death 
certificate. 
The highest number of those whose occupation was recorded werE; 
housewives, of whom there were 217 or 19% of the total number of deaths of 
persons over fifteen years of age. No~ much Significance, however, can be 
attached to this finding since all married and unmarried women not employed 
outside of their own homes were probably listed as housewives. 
Among the other dE;finitely stated occupations, unskilled labor 
i;ad the highest number of deaths, 155 or 13/~ of the total. When rates for 
the races were separately computed it was seen that 25/~ of Negro deaths 
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Occu12ation 
Business Owner 
Clerical Work 
Domestic Service 
Factory Work 
Farmer 
Housewife 
Personal Service 
Professions 
Salesmen 
Skilled Trades 
Unskilled Labor 
1:iscellaneous 
No Report 
Total 
TABLE XI 
Occupation of Those Over 15 Years Dying from Tuberculosis 
Louisville and Jefferson County, 1934-1938 
White Nesro Total Total Grand 
Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female TotAl 
12 1 13 0 0 0 12 1 13 
28 19 47 0 0 0 28 19 47 
1 9 10 13 17 30 14 26 40 
8 5 13 0 2 2 8 7 15 
28 0 28 3 0 3 31 0 31 
0 180 180 0 37 37 0 217 217 
21 5 26 48 3 51 69 8 77 
15 11 26 1 1 2 16 12 28 
27 0 27 1 0 1 28 0 28 
87 3 90 14 0 14 101 3 104 
45 0 45 110 0 110 155 0 155 
33 1 34 2 0 2 35 1 36 
75 109 184 94 97 191 169 206 375 
380 343 723 286 157 443 666 500 1166 
% of 
Total 
1.1 
4.1 
3.4 
1;3 
2.7 
18.6 
6.6 
2.4 
2.4 
8.9 
13.3 
3.1 
32.1 
100.0 
N 
U1 
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were listed as unskilled laborers, compared vrith 6~c' of the white group. 
This fact calls attention to the accompanying factors of lo~ income and 
poor housing conditions which make the unskilled laborer an easy target 
for disease. 
Next in rank came the skilled trades, then those engaged in 
personal service including janitors, porters, w~iters, bartenders and 
chauffeurs. '::;lerical workers \,ere sixth in percentage and persons ent;ag-
ed in domestic household services were seventh. The exact number of people 
ehgaged in the different occupations is shown in Table Xl on page 25. 
Unfortunaately it is not possible to compare this local rank-
ing v-ith the rank of the respective occupations in the total population. 
The U.S. Census reports the industry in which a man is employed rather 
than the actual type of work that he does. For example, the "Chemical 
Industry" might include COIrurron laborers, clerical workers and professional 
men, each of them exposed to varying hazards. If the medical specialists 
Should become convinced of the importance of occupation as a predisposing 
factor in the incidence of tuberculosis, it would be well for hea.lth author-
ities to insist on a more accurate recording of occupations and industry in 
which the deceased had been engaged. Such findings as are reported in the 
preceding paragraphs merely corroborate the popular impression that those 
in the lower economic brackets are the most frequent victims of tuberculosis. 
G. L~arital status of persons Dying f om Tuberculosis 
The marital status of tuberculous patients has Significance in 
two directions. First, from the com:. ... unicable disease angle; a person Who 
is married and may have children has greater opportunity to spread the dis-
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TABLE XII ~7 • 
0# 
Mari tal dtatus of Persons ~ 15 Years OlderDying From Tuberculosis 
Louisville and Jefferson Count~z 1934-1938 
riace .~~ Sex Single lY~arried Widowed Divorced No Report Total 
White 1\"ale 121 196 37 19 7 380 
White Ifemale 93 166 59 21 4 343 
Negro Male 122 117 23 18 6 286 
Negro .I!'emale 62 60 25 9 1 157 
Total 398 539 144 67 18 1166 
TABLE XIII 
hlarital c;tatus of Total Population 
And of Persons .Jying From rl'uberculosis, by Percentage 
Louisville aI ~. J e ffersc;,Il County Re idents ~ 15 Years pf Age "'t-Older 
Sinple I;:arried Widowed Divorced No Report 
co co co co co 
t") t") t") t") t") 
I len I 10\ I len I len I len 
m Or-i Qj Orl Qj Or-i Qj Orl Qj Orl 
r-i rll rl rll rl rl I rl rll rl rll 
S. ~<o:tt ~ ~'<tI ~ ~<o:tt a ~'<tI ~ ~<o:tt ot") Pi ot") Pi ot") ot") Pi Ot") 
Race And Sex 0 F-4en 0 J..4en 0 J..4en 0 F-4en 0 J..4en Pi Q)rl Pi Q)r-i Pi Q)r-i Pi Q)rl p., <l>rl 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
rlO ~Dl r-to ~fIl r-to ~ Dl r-to ~Dl r-to ~Dl Qjt") ~,.q Qjt") ~,.q Ojt") ~,.q Ojt") ~,.q ojt") ~.cI 
~en ~ ~ en ~ ~en +> ~en ~ ~en ~ Orl ~oj Orl ~ID Orl ~oj or-t ~QJ Orl ~(.lj 
~ s:I Q) ~ s:I Q) ~ Cl Q) ~ Cl Q) ~ ClQ) 
... orO ... orO ... orO ... orO .. orO 
Cls:l EI Cls:l ~Dl ClCl EI s:Is:I S s:Is:I EI • ..-1 0 ojDl orfO orfO OJ fIl orfO Ojt1l orfO Qj(/) 
• ..-1 orf orf • ..-1 orf orf orf orf orf ..-i ,;;Q..~ ",-Q.. Dl 6~~ <;"<.. Dl ~~-f-:l #...t1l "<R~ ~t1l ~~ ;#...Dl 
White Male 31.6 31.8 62.1 51.6 4.7 9.8 1.5 5.0 0.1 1.8 
White Female 28.2 27.1 57.2 48.4 12.7 17.3 1.8 6.1 0.1 1.1 
Negro kale 29.3 42.6 57.8 40.9 9.8 8.1 2.8 6.3 0.3 2.1 
Negro Female 20.4 39.6 54.4 38.2 21. 9 15.8 3.1 5.7 0.2 0.7 
Total 29.1 34.1 59.1 46.2 9.9 12.4 1.8 5.8 0.1 1.5 
TABLE XIV 
Death Rates per 100,000 Pop. of TuberculOUS, By Marital Status 
Louisville and Jefferson County, 1934-1938 
Race And ;Jex .jingle Married Widowed Divorced 
White Male 71 58 144 234 
Whi te .J!'emale 56 49 75 199 
Negro Male 423 210 249 707 
Negro Female 290 105 109 281 
Total 103 67 108 275 
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ease because of thE; close contact of family life. Second, from thE; point 
of vie"" of economics; a married tuberculous patient is apt to have oepen-
dants for whom relatives or th€; cOllllf,unity must providE, if the brcach'iinner 
or housekeeper is incapacitated. 
It is therefore interesting to note that among the Ilb" per-
sons ov~r fifteen years of age ~ho died from tuberculosis in Louisville 
-
and Jefferson County from 1934 to 1938 there ~ere 539 persons, or over 
46/~ of the total who v.;ere married. This is a lO'v\6r percentage than ob-
tains among the general popUlation. The 1930 CE;nsus shov/ed tl:at ~9;. of 
the total population of marriageable age in Louisvilie and Jefferson 
County "were married. Among the white tuberculous patiE,nts a higher pro-
pottion wer6 married than among the ;']egroes, the fiGures being 4S~, of 
the whites and 4C~~ of the tlegroes, as compared with 60~" mar.·ied among 
the total aoult v,hite popUlation and 56/0 married ameng the total adult 
Negro popUlation. It is not known whether the fact of having tuberculosis 
act6d as a deterrent to marriage in a sufficiE-nt number of cases to cause 
this reduction. Eowever, since the great€;st number of tuberculosis cases 
~us found in the most overcro~dE;d areas of the city, the fact that feWer 
than avera;:se of these cases v,ere married has probably rneant that t1.E-y 
httv€ cau sed fewer new infections than would have occurred if there had 
been the averaCe proportion of illarriaGes ::.mon,:; them. ije cio not know how 
many children \~ere involved in such marciases as did exist. 
In aociition to the 539 who were married at the time of thE-ir 
death, there v,ere 211 persons ',vho were v.idowed OI' cdvorced. These also 
may have had families living with ttem while: their disease v,as in an 
active stage. The perc€ntage of those widowed was approximately equal for 
both the white and Negro races. In each rac€, how€ver, a higher number of 
women than of men had lost th6ir spouse, only ':i/o of the men having been 
widowers whereas 17;0 of the women WE;re widows. This same difference is 
seon in the general population, where 6/~ of the men were widowers and l4~: 
of the women weI'€. wioows; one E;xplanation nay be the fact that morE; women 
tilan m6n live on into the upper age groups. This fact .vas shown to be 
true for tuberculous patients by the figures in ':'able V. 
On a small numb€r of the death certificates therE; was no re-
cord of marital status, but 398 or 34;;: of the total over fifteen years of 
age were registered as Single. This is a higher proportion of unmar:cied 
persons than obtains in the general population as found by the 1930 Cen-
sus, \~hich gave 29;i~ as the proportion of the local unmarried. A consid€r-
ably. ;Larg6r percentage of I,;egro than of v·hite tub€rculous patients was 
single. Only 30;;~ of the whites were unmarri6ci, which was the exact per-
centag€ of single p6rsons in the total population. Among thE; l~egroE;s 42~j 
were single as corr,pared wi th ~~ 5>: single in the total J':egro population. 
The data on which these statements are based are shown in 
Table XII and Table XIII on page 27. 
A comparison of the average annual tuberculosis death rates 
for those of 6.ifferent marital Gtatus, presented in Table XIV, sho,is that 
ti1e married group has the lowest 6eathrates, both for white and l:egro und 
for male and female. t1arried white females have the lOVlest rate for 
any group, while the married Negro females have the lowest rate for any 
group of tLeir race. lliuch the highest rate of all was for the divorced 
and the single Negro r;,ale, indicating the probability that the most 
neglected individual in the com:lluni ty, from the point of viev. of health, 
is the drifting, adult male negro. The c:.ifference in trie tuberculosis 
death rates of the two races is most apparent in the rates for single 
men, ti,e rate for single Negroes being six times that for single white 
men. In general rates for the divorced were the highest of any group, 
but there were comparatively few persons involved in that group. 
E. Tuberculosis According to Place of Death 
The preceding sections of this report have presented data on 
the group of those dying frOD tuberculosis in Louisville and Jefferson 
County, indicating that this disease affects those in the lowest income 
levels more frequently than those who are self-supporting or affluent. 
The material in the next two sections gives more definite information as 
to the number of those persons who were a direct charge on the city, the 
county or the state for their complete or partial maintenance either in 
institutions or by relief agencies. 
The first item to be considered will be the place of death as 
registered on the death ce:rtificates. Of the 1%33 deaths in Louisville and 
Jefferson County from tuberculosis there were 84d or 69/~ Who died in hos-
pitals and 385 or 31i~ \vho died at home. 
A relatively small number of tuberculous patients died in pri-
vate hospitals 7% of the total white deaths and 2," of the total Negro 
deaths. There are two major reasons for this fact; tuberculous patients 
are ill for a long time before death and few families can meet the corres-
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pondingly high cost of private hospital care; in tlie second place private 
hospitals are reluctant to admit known caGes of tuberculosis because of 
the infectious nature of the disease. 
The only free tuberculosis sanatorium in the cornmunity, avail-
able to local patients, is Vlaverley Hills, where 502 or 4l/~ of the total 
deaths occurred. Throughout the United states in 1933 only 22/~ of tubercu-
I 
losis deaths occurred in sanatoria. Some communities, however, send 
early rather tlian terminal cases to their tax-supported institutions, 
cases which after some weeks of residence can be discharged to the com-
munity as practically cured. Such cownunities might have a smaller pro-
portion of deaths in their sanatoria yet an equal.ly good tuberculosis 
control record. 
Although '.'.averley Fills is the local specialized hospital for 
tuberculosis there were also 204 deaths from that disease at City hospi-
tal. Some of these had bE,en persons on the waiting list for the sanator-
ium, other 5 were patient s brought to City Eo spital with some other acute 
condition, who were found to be tuberculous after admission. 
Another large group of tuberculous patients was found at Lake-
land, the Central State hospital for the Insane. There were 82 deaths of 
Louisville and Jefferson County residents at Lakeland, or ~pproximately 
16 deaths a year, although the average number of local patients there: 
at anyone time is only l2C and the turnover is slow. One of the deaths 
from tuberculosis there was that of an attendant Who had been giving con-
stant daily care to the mental patients. 
1. Journal of the American l.iedical Association, Dec. 7, 1935. p.16tJ5 
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All three of these institutions, City Eospital, V,avtrley hills, 
and Lakeland are tax-supported and together they cared for 708 persons or 
6470 of those who died from tuberculosis in the five year period. Separating 
tLe percentages by race we find that 79~~ of the Negro deaths and 55/~ of the 
white deaths occurred in these three instituticns. The number of deaths at 
1;;averley Eills and City [ospital holds fairly constant for each of the five 
years; at Lakeland, however, there was an increa£e with succeeding years, 
especially among female Negroes. 
Institutions do not measure all of 8, comlllUnity' s responsibility 
for tuberculous families. There are other public and private social and 
hf;al th agencies which give rE:lief and service to such families. 
I. Community Agencies Serving the Tuberculou~ 
The Social Service Exchange is an information bureau with Which 
many social and health agencies register some or all of the families coming 
under their care, in order to be able to eXChange inforrr~tion about the 
families and to know what other agenCies are helping them. The agencies 
using the 1.xchange fall into three groups: those giving relief; those pro-
viding a health service; and certain other social agencies providing recre-
ational and character-building opportunities or corrective care for their 
clients. 
All of the names of persons dying from tuberculosis ouring the 
five year period 1934-1938 were checked through the master index at the 1x-
change to find out if their families were known to any of the agenCies 
u sing the EXChange. Although the l.xchange is being u sed to an increaSing 
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exte~t some agencies do not register all of the families known to them. 
The following findinbs, therefore, must be taken as a conservative esti-
mate of the contacts of the families of the tuberculous with the relief, 
health and other social agencies of the city and county. 
Of the 1233 tuberculous persons involved, the families of 
379, or 3l/~ of the total, were found to have been known to relief agen-
cies, including the Eunicipal Bureau of Social Service, the Jefferson 
County Department of ';,elfare, the Aid to Dependant Children, the Family 
Service Organization, the Jewish Welfare Federation, the st. Vincent de 
Paul Society, the Salvation Army and a few others. The proportion known 
to these agencies closely approximates ti,e" one-third of a nation" often 
estimated to belong to the underprivile!o!iged group. The number of families 
known to relief agencies increased with succeeding years, having bE,t-n 24;:: 
of the total in 1934 and 34~~ in 1938. "1. higher proportion of Negroes 
than of vjhite persons was known to these agencies, 38,; of the former and 
2~ of the latter. J..aeh race, however, showed a prosressive increase in 
e. 
registration for dependllncy. It woulri be interesting to know ,,.hether the 
increase in dependancy among the general public during this period was as 
great as the increase among the tuberculous, or whether the latter werE; 
peculiarly unable to continue successful competition for self-support 
under the difficult conditions of these depression years. 
Although the census tract vlith the highest number of deaths 
from tuberculosis also had the highest number of those families on relief, 
it did not have the highest percentage of its tuberculous families on rl,-
lief. Tracts Jf45 and if87 had lOC~ of the families in which there had been 
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deaths from tuberculosis on relief, but as they each had only one death 
the actual number of families was small and probably insi6nificant. In 
the following census tracts, scattered widely throughout the city, 50,<0 
or more of the families having deaths from tuberculosis were known to 
relief agencies~ } 4, 18, 20, 22, 29, 33, 35, 36, 39, 48, 7C" 72 and 74. 
Of these i~f22 had the highest proportion on relief, 13 out of a total 
of 19 families. 
Inquiry into the marital status of the tuberculous patients 
known to relief agencies reveals tl:at except for the Negro male the un-
married person was less likely to be known to relief agencies than any 
other group. Among the negroes there was a smaller percentage of widowed 
and divorced men on relief than of single men. 'There Vias a higher per-
centage of tuberculous white Widowers known to relief agencies tlJan any 
other white male group, although the white married men had almost as high 
a proportion. The married white female and the married Negro of both sexes 
were known to relief agencies more frequently than the single, widowed or 
divorced of their respective groups. These facts confirm and reemphasize 
the earlier findings that tuberculosis deals its heaviest blows at per-
sons in the early and middle years of life vihen responsibility for the 
support of others is heaviest. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to learn just how much in 
dollars and cents was spent on the families known to relief agencies. Some 
of them were totally dependent, others were visited by the relief worker 
in order that a. member of the family might be certified for IIPA, others 
rnay have been known to the agency but not considered in need of relief. 
\ 
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Even among those accepted for relief there would be considerable variation 
in the grants received, depending on what assets the family i:tself posseslJed 
and which agency was helping them. All that can be stated with certainty is 
that oV6r a period of five years a third of the families of Louisville and 
Jefferson County in which there were deaths from tuberculosis considered 
themselves in need of financial assistance. This proportion has increased 
progressively throughout the five years. 
There were 250 tuberculous families, approximately 20~, of the 
entire number, known to social agencies other than relief; for example 
those agencies interested in the correction and prevention of social break-
down, including settlement houses, the Louisville and Jefferson County 
Children's E.ome, the Juvenile Court and a few others. The proportion of 
families coming to the attention of these agencies also increased during 
the five year period, from 16/~ in 1934 to 24/~ in 1938. A higher proportion 
of lJegroes than of whites were known to these agencies and the rate of 
increase was also faster for them. 
The census tracts having the highest number of tuberculosis 
deaths and of relief agency registrations had also the highest number of 
families known to other social agencies. Tracts ;j 30, 31 and 59 had ten 
or more such registrations. Curiously, tract j49, which is in one of the 
most congested Negro sections of the city, had only three of its forty 
tuberculous families known to relief agencies and only two known to other 
social agencies. 
The health agencies were naturally the group registering the 
highest number of tuberculous families at the Social Service Exchange, 
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although they do not register all the cases known to them. These agen-
cies include the Visiting Nurse Association of Louisville, the Louis-
ville Tuberculosis Association, the City Health Department and City 
Hospital, the ':iaverley [ills Sanatorium and Clinics and the Central 
state Eospital. Altogether they registered 473 families, or 38/~ of the 
total number of families with tuberculosis deaths. It is interesting to 
note that 37;: of the families they registered were known to health 
agencies only, while 23/~ of the families registered by relief agencies 
were known to relief agencies only, and 12/~ of the fa.milies registered 
by other social agencies were known only to that group. From these fig-
ures it would seem probable that many of the families known to Yiaverley 
hills, Central state Hospital, etc., do not have problems outside of the 
health field, while those families known to relief and other social agen-
cies are apt to need health services also. In other words, poor health as 
6vi<ienced by tuberculous inf€ction, although ranging through all E.>conomic 
levels, is more consistuntly found to accompany poverty, overcrowded liv-
ing conuitions and par€ntal neglect of children. 
Over the five year period there was a slight increase in the 
number of families known to the health agencies and registered with the 
Social Service Exchange. There were 35/~ of the total tuberculous families 
so known in 1934 and 39;~ in 1938. This increase occurred almost entirely 
among the Negro families and may reflect the increasing knowledge about 
the families on the par:!; of the heCilth agencies due to the intensive 
health education campaign among the Negro€s in recent years. 
The isolation of certain groups from contact with cowrrunity 
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forces which might be helpful to them in combatting the handicap of tuber-
culosis is most clearly brought out by the enumeration of those who appar-
ently had never been known to t1.ny social or health agency. ~Unong both 
-I,hite and Nee;ro, male and female, the married patients werE, more apt to be 
known to health agencies than the single, widowed or u.ivorc0d. There were 
fewer unnlarried females registered as known to health agencies in 1935, 
1936, 1937 and 1938 than in 1934. Since there were numerous deaths in all 
these years among young unoorried women it would seem th~,t IJlOre attE;ntion 
'could well be paid by health agencies to them. l~ttention should also be 
given to the divorced and single males of both races; men with families 
were apparently reached through th~ir families; the Single, the divorced 
and the widowed are more apt to be unknown in the cOIIUlunity, a danger to 
themselves and a potential danger to others. 
There were three areas in the city containing a number of 
d.eaths from tuberculosis in families who had never been registered by any 
health agency. These areas were: the South l.nd, includinb census tracts 
d 42, 44, and 45; the vie st End, v,ith cen su s tract s i1b, 9, 11 and 17; and 
the highlands, with tracts ,j 84 and L5. These arE! predominately '[,llite res-
idential neighborhoocis, without residents of great wealth. Tract II' 64 in 
Germantown with six deaths and tract ,t 61 in the central part of the cit~' 
with seven deaths, none in familif,s registe'red by heCilth at;cncies, lIvould 
also seem good fields for more intensive preventive he&lth work. 
As was mentioned earlier in this section, there were mEl.ny of 
the 1233 total persons dying from tuberculosis who were known to social 
and health agencies, but were never registered by them with the Social 
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Service Exchange. It is possible, however, to allocate some of these per-
sons to charitablE- institutions v.hen the death certificate bives such in-
stitutions as the place of cieath. In order to obtain the total picture of 
t;le community's financial res;JOnsibility for tuberculosis one lllUSt, then,-
forE-, aud to the list of unduplicated registrations at the Exchange the 
names of non-registered persons reported CiS dying in Louisville tax-sup-
ported or cornIwnity-supported institutions. J1. count of the foriller /,;)roup 
shows that there were 627 different persons whose families were n;gister-
ed as known to one or more of the local health, relief or other social 
agencies. In addition there were 368 individuals not known to the Social 
Service Exchange, but shown by t.hedr death certificares to have died from 
tuberculosis in some public or charitable institution. The total of these 
two grou ps is 995 per sons, revealing that 80/0 0 f the total cl eaths from 
tuberculosis in Louisville and Jefferson County, over a five year period, 
were of persons who had been dependent, to Greater or less degree or for 
short8r or lenger periods on comnlUnity resources. Only 238, or 20/~ of the 
total deaths, were of persons known exclusively to private hospitals and 
family physiCians. Of course it is not true that tuberculosis alone caused 
all of the comrwnity expense represented by that situation, but the conclu-
sion is inescapable that tuberculosis was responsible for a large part of it. 
Among the white patients the r~liance on the com~nity is in-
creasing. In 1934 there 'i,ere 721. of the total number of persons dyinG from 
tuberculosis who had been treated in publicly supported clinics or hospi-
tals or were known to Some social or health agency, whereas in 1938 there 
, 
were 78/~ who had such contacts. Among the Negroes, however, the trend was 
in the opposite direction; 92;: had be6n cared for by public or private 
agencies in 1934 and only 85;:' in 1938. The difference is mainly accounted. 
for by the progressively smaller number of male Negroes dying in public 
institutions, the decrease during the five year period being from 9(,i~ to 
63/~. The percentage of Negro females ci.ying in public institutions ViaS the 
E>ame in 1935 IJ,£ in 1934, while the percentage for both sexes of the white 
race cared for in public institutions increased during this period. It is 
only in the institutional care of the male Negro that there is a decrease 
of public expense, since we saw in a preceding paragraph that loorb male 
Negroes were known to relief and social agencies in 1938 than in 1934. It 
would probably in the end be less expensive to the corallJunity to search 
out and hospitalize these sick men rather than to let them continue to 
live in homes scattered throughout the city, supported in increasin~ num-
bel'S by social and relief agencies and spreading the infection of their 
disease. 
Throughout this study we have used the combined figures of 
Louisville and Jefferson County, but it may be of interest to present the 
information contained in this section separately for city and county. The 
following table shows that the county had a smaller registration. 
TABLE XV 
r,egistration of Tuberculous patients at Social Service Exchange 
Louisville and Jefferson County, 1934-1938 
percent of Total Tuberculous Families 
Louisville Jefferson Count;i 
hegistered by relief agencies 33 16 
r.egistered by other social .. 20 IG 
l,egistered by health .. 40 26 
Known to some agency or institution 82 74 
Unknown to any tt .. II 18 26 
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IV. Agencies Responsible for CarE: of TUberculosis and Their Cost 
There are two agencies in Louisville and Jefferson County 
whose primary responsibility is the treatment and prevention of tuber-
culosis in that area. One of these is supported by public funds and one by 
private contributions. The public agency is the Board of Tuberculosis hos-
pital (responsible for ",aver ley Eills Sanatorium and Clinics), created 
under a permissive state statute, (juite separate from tlle City or County 
Health Departments. Its budget is met from joint city and county taxes 
and appointments to the Board are )"ade by. the City Health Officer und the 
1 
County Judge. The Board maintains the only free sanatorium, available 
for local patients, situated in the county; it also maintains several 
tuberculosis clinics, situated within the city limits; city anci county 
patients are ad.mitted to the sanatorium after examination at the clinics 
and ncommendation by the clinic dirE:ctor. only bona fide residents of 
the city and county are eligible for admission, although thHe have been 
a few instances of emergency non-resident admission. 
The sanatorium has a total capacity cf 52(. beds, of which 413 
are for white patients and 117 for Negroes. According to the aCGepted de-
1. Early in 194~~, between the time of writing this thesis and its accep-
tance by the faculty of the UniverSity of Louisville, the Kentucky state 
Legislature passed a bill which abolished the Louisville and Jefferson 
County Eealth Departmc.nts and the Board of Tuberculosis Hospital tind creat-
ed a neVi agency, the Louisville and Jefferson County Board of li6alth, with 
responsibility for all the duties of the thr6e former a~encies. This Board 
• . 0 cons~sts of seven members, the County Judge and the City Hayor, ex-officio, 
und five cit~zens appointed jointly by the ex-officio memb€.rs; the appoint-
ed members w~ll serve for staggered four-year terms. This 30ard "vill form 
po~icies for all health work of the city and county, including the City 
I~ospital and ,;averley Sanatorium; it will appoint a director of health who 
will administer the amalgamated services. 
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sirable ratio of two sanatorium beds for each annual death from tubercu-
losis, the area .studied would require only 494 beds, 303 for v.hite patients 
and 186 for Negroes. Although the local provision for Negroes is not in ac-
cord with the standard, it is more Generous than is found in an:; other city 
in the 50uth. 
The average length of stay of each patient at tlle sanatorium in 
the years 1934-1938 was 368 days or slightly over a year per patient. The 
length of stay increased during the five years of the study, being 342 days 
per patient in 1934, 368 days in 1935, 397 days in 1936, 359 days in 1937 
and 375 days in 1938. This period was considerably longer than the average 
1 
stay of 173 days per patient, reported for public sanatoria in 1934. -
During the five years studied the annual average cost of main-
tenance of the sanatorium was $378,813, or ~2.G7 per day per patient. This 
is a sliShtly lower figure than the ~2.42 given by Dr. Eiscock as the mean 
cost per patient day in twenty-five public city tuberculosis sanatoria in 
2 
1935. It is disturbing, hov/ever, to find that the highest expense of the 
sanatorium in any year, $386,895, and the highest cost per patient day, 
02.14, both occurred in 1938, when next to the lowest number of patient 
days' care was given. In this S~Lme year the percentage of Negro male deaths 
in their own homes was twice as high as in any other year, while the Negro 
male deaths at ';;averley taIls Sanatorium was the lowest of any year. 
Alt; ough the daily cost per patient at ',~laverley Sanatorium was 
lower than average, the longer than average stay of patients there made the 
1. Journal of the American Medical Association, Dec.7, 1935; No. 105; p. 1855 
2. Eiscock, Ira V., Community Health Organization, p. 121 
cost per patient amount to ~762, compared with the average cost per pat-
ient in the puhlic sanatoria of other cities, as computed from Dr. Eis-
cock's figures, of approximately $420. 
The Board of Tuberculosis Eospital also supports the clinics 
where suspected tuberculous patients are examined and active or arrested 
cases are given periodic physical recheck. Nurses on the payrol.i. of these 
clinics visit the homes of the patients giving bedside care ~here needed, 
reminding clinic absentees to return, and teaching health principles with 
especial emphasis on the prevention of the spread of tubercular infection. 
The average annual cost of the clinic and nursing service in the years 
1934-1938 was ~32,843. The appropriation allotted to clinic services rose 
gradually during the five year period, from 03o,499 in 1934 to 034,898 in 
1938. It is interesting to note that the Health Survey of Louisville made 
by the American Public Health Association in 1935 recommends that a larger 
proportion of the Board of Tuberculosis Lospital funds be spent on the pre-
1 
ventive and clinic services. 
Altogether Louisville and Jefferson County aSSigned an average 
annual sum of ~411,b56 of public tax money, equivalent to $1.16 per capita 
of the total population, for the prevention and cure of tuberculosis. 
It is impossible to estimate the ad.dtional sum of public money 
spent for care of the tuberculous in the City Eospital and at Central state 
Hospital, but it was a considerable amount since the records show that an 
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annual average of 57 patients died from tuberculosis in those public hospitals. 
1. Survey and Appraisal of the Health Activities and Needs of Louisville, 
KEmtucky, (1935) pp. 36 and 37 
',ihile the hospitalization, clinic and home nursing care of 
the tuberculous is provided out of tax funds, the most active program 
of health education directed specifically at t}le prevention of tuber-
is 
culosis carried on by a privately supported agency, the Louisville Tu-
t\ 
berculosis Association. This agency derives its income partly from the 
Cormnunity Chest and partly from the Christmas Deal Sale. Its average 
annual expenses for the five year period 1934-1<;138 were $17,490. It s 
program during this period included tuberculosis case-finding through 
free physical examinations of industrial workers and selected groups of 
school children; visits to the families of those who had died from the 
disease, in an attempt to get all contacts examined; vocational rehabil-
i tation of discharged sanatorium patients; health education through mov-
ing pictures, radio talks, lectures, institutes, newspaper articles, 
posters, window displa.ys, essay contests and individual inttorviev;s; many 
pamphlets and letters to special groups were also 5istributed. 
It is impossible to make rational comparisons between the 
costs of different agencies engaged in this type of work. ~ide variety 
in the training and consequent salaries of personnel, and in equipment 
for educational work, flexibility in the promotion of one phase of the 
work in one year and another in another year, add to the value of the 
private agency's contribution to control of tuberculosis, but render COlll-
parison along financial lines of little value. The natio:aal reputation of 
the Louisville Tuberculosis Association for the scope of its program is 
excellent; its budget among tha.t of private tuberculosis agencies of 
other Southern cities is high. 
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v. Deaths From Tub6rculosis Among Non-Residents 
During the five-year period 1934-19~8 there were 145 persons 
listed as non-residents who died from tuberculosis in Louisville and Jef-
ferson County. Since only residents of the city and county art eligible 
for admission to the si::tnatOl'ium it is ',.orth while to inquire what was the 
status of these non-residents and whether they constituted an especial 
source of infection to the comillunity because of inaciequate facilities for 
their car e. 
The death certificates show that 52, or 36,", of the 145 died 
at Central state Hospital. This hospital receives menta~ patients from 
the entire eastern portion of the state and it is inevitablt that there 
should be some tuberculous among them. Since the patients do not leave 
tbe hospital grounds thby are not I:tpt to be of much danger to the generl:tl 
popUlation of the area. }iowever, during the period of this study therb 
was no attempt to segregate the tuberculous from the other patients vdthin 
"he hospital; in fact one of the deaths from tuberculosis at the hospital 
was that of an attendant who had been on active outy with the patients 
until shortly before his death. Under such conditions it may lovell be that 
some of the Louisville and Jefftrson County reSidents (some of Whom go to 
the hospital as Children) may have contracted the disease there. To this 
extent the non-resicient tuberculoSis patients at Central state Hospital 
were a menace to Louisville and Jefferson County reSidents. 
Hazelwood, the only state- sUPiJorted tuberculo sis sanatoriUln in 
Kentucky, is located within Jefferson County, although local residents are 
not usually admitted to it. During the i~ years 1934-1930 there ~ied in that 
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institution 34 persons, or 23~;,: of the total non-l'€>sident tuberculosis 
deaths. Since this hospital is e(~uipped specifically for the tr6atmtorlt 
of tuberculosis it is improbable that its patients ' .. ould be a danger to 
the c ommu nit y. 
There was another group of 34 persons, %3; of the total non-
resident tuberculosis deaths, who died in private hospitals in Louisville. 
It is not the practice of thE-se IlOspitals to admit tub6rculous pC:J.tients, 
nor is it usual, because of the expense, for pEorsons with long chronic 
ill.neSSes to go to these hospitC:J.ls. It lilay th€>refore be as:;,um€>d that these 
deaths ,vere of ,Jeople \,ho had come to the hospital already seri0usly ill 
from tuberculosis or some otht:T disease. Eecause of their probably :;:,lJort 
sojourn in the city and of the trained nursing care c:;iven in a hospital 
tl~ese people woulcl not have had opportunity to infect lliany local persons. 
These three hospital groups accounted for l~O patients, or 62~ 
of the non-resiticnt tuberculosis deaths in Louisville and Jefferson County 
during the five ye1:..rs unCter study. Altl;ough non-resident they ct:;.nnot be 
considered irresponsible transients, nor do they constitute a problem for 
"hom the local health authorities need feel concern. 
l"indings on the remaining t\,enty-fiv6 non-resiClents V;flO died 
from tubeI'culof)is are not so satisfactory. I,ight died in the Children's 
Eo spital , four each at the City hospital and at the Larine liobpital, three 
at '"averley hills Sanatorium, one at the Kentucky Children's Iiome, one at 
tile Puritan Apartments, and concerning four the death certificateS failed 
to report the place of dea.th. nineteen out of the twenty-five;.ere residents 
of the state of Kentucky, five were from other states and the ori,.Jnal home 
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of one person was recorded as unknown. All of the institutions where these 
non-residents died are maintained out of taxes or charitable funds for the 
low-income croup and, in an emergency, will admit transients. Since fret; 
hospitalization of the tuberculous is practically non-existant in other 
parts of the state, the twenty persons who died. in these institutions may 
have come or been brought to the city in the hope of recdving such care 
there. Eow long ttey may have lived with relatives or in boardinG houses 
before Emtering tte institutions is not known, but there is Cl. great possi-
bility of their taving infected numerous local people Quring tDat period. 
Of the four persons who died at unreported addresses within the city notbing 
definite is known, but it lIlay be as::.umed that they too had been a source of 
danger to their associates for sowe time prior to their death. 
This sectien of the study indicates t nat approximately five 
non-residents annually come to LOJ.isville in an advanced stage of tubercu-
losis without financial means to care for themselves, and die in some public 
or charitable institution or at an unknown acidress in ~he city. 
VI. Problems Presented by Tub€rculosis in 
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VI. Problems Presented by Tuberculosis in Louisville and Jefferson County 
The foregoing pages have given in some detail the outstanding 
facts in the tuberculosis situation in Louisville and Jefferson County 
during the years 1934-1938. Frow them a sumr;-,ary balance sheet can be drawn 
up with items on both the asset and liability sides ... '1..!Jlong the assets the 
followinG items may be listed: 
1. hlthough the total tubercuLosis death rate is higher local-
ly than nationally, detailed breakdown by sex, race and age shows several 
local groups with rates better than the corresponding national rates. 
2. There is an especiall.y low locCil rate for female Negroes 
from l~ to 65 ye~r5 of age. 
3. ThEirs is a low local rate for young white adults of both 
sexes. 
4. The local :a.natorium, jointly supported by city and county, 
provides more than the standard requirement of beds for tuberculous patients. 
5. There is an unusually generoUB proportion of beds for the use 
of Negrp patients. 
6. The sanatorium has a good reputation for the quality of its 
medical care.. 
7. During the period studied there was a continuous rise in 
public and private funds appropriated for preventive services in the control 
of tuberculosis. 
8. The program of the privately supported Tuberculosis Associa-
tion has a high national reputation. 
On the side of liabilities there are some obvious problems with 
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equally obvious solutions; in other cases the problems are obvious, but 
the solutions require more careful consideration and morl;; complicated 
action. The problems by themselves stack up somewhat as follows: 
1. The local death rate from tuberculosis is hi;:;her than the 
national death rate and than the average for cities in the same population 
class as Louisville. 
{". Only one-fifth of all local tubE;rculosis deaths come from 
the group able to provide private physicians ~nd private hospital care; 
four-fifths of the families where tubtrculosis occurs are known to social 
or health agencies or to public institutions. 
3. Certain areas in the city having numerous rieaths among low 
and middle income families s~em, in spite of the foregoing statembnt, to be 
neglected by health and social agencies. 
4. The death rate for Negro males is excessively high. 
5. The death rate for aLl Negroes se6ms unreasonably higher 
than the death rate for the white race. 
6. Certain groups in both races need special attention; for 
example, young females; old men; Single, vdc.owed and divorced people. 
7. Provision for the care of the transient tuberculous is 
lacking. 
8. The percentage of the tuberculous uying in a sanatorium 
is higher locally than in the country as a whole. 
9. The number of days' care per patient and the total cost 
per patient is higher at the loci:..l sanatorium than at the average public 
sanatorium. 
I 
! 
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10. A high number of tuberculosis deaths occurs at the Cen-
tral state hospital. 
11. In spite of much effort in the field of health edUCCl.ti0n 
there is ignorance and indifference toward the local problems of tubercu-
losis on the part of many of those in position to help solve tIlt problems. 
12. There is little general interest in the improvement of 
housing conditions. 
13. There is general opposition toward permitting relief 
grants to meet the minimum acler;uate standard of living. 
All of these problems may be grouped under three headings as 
follows: i'roblems of Case-finding, numbers 1,2,3,4,5 and 0; Problems of 
Administration, numbers 7,8,9 and 10; problems of Publicity, numbers 11, 
12 and 13. 
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VII. Suggestions for LIore Effective Control of Tuberculosis 
In submitting the following suggestions for mor€; effective 
control of tuberculosis in Loulsville and Jefferson County it is realized 
that the writer speaks somewhat as un outsider, perhaps not fully aware 
of all the obstacles in the way of putting the sugC;estions into effect. 
It i3 believed, however, that all of them are practical and that all of 
them are in succe ssful uperation in corae locality, althougI1 not all in 
anyone plac€;. 
Taking up first the sugGestions to meet the problems of case-
finding, we would point out that the evidence of all the statistics pre-
sented in the study under the headings of Race, Sex, Age, ~arital Condition, 
cccupation and Community Agencies emphatically indicat6d th() male Negro as 
the factor contributing most adversely to the local tub€;rculosis death rate; 
more specifically the unuarried male :Jegro f ['om 15 to 65 y 6urs of age and 
most specifically to those within the ar;e froup 45 to 65 years. If the 
aeath rate for its male Negroes could be materially reci.ucE.d Louisvil.:..e 
woula im;:1eciiately gain in its tuberCcllosis status among other cities. 
Since it is probable that the low rate for Negro fel.uales in the 
city and county is due in large part to the active health etiucation and ca~e-
finding program carried on by Negro nurses and social workers in the homes of 
their patients and clients, and since tuberculosis takes its chief toll from 
the unmarried male Negro it is obvious that a male Negro health worker is 
needed to search out suspicious tuberculous cases in the haunts where they 
are most likely to be found. During the period of this study no male Iiegroes 
exc~pt doctors were employed by health agencies for anti-tuberculosis work. 
, 
i 
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Ii responsible person with the necessary mixture of qualities, including 
those of teacher, preacher and ~an-about-town welcome in pool-rooms, 
saloons and gambling joints, wight be difficult to locate, but is pro-
bably more prevalent among the NeGro than the white race. In any event 
a good male Negro health worker is needed if unmarried male Negro tuber-
culous cases are to be found, brought into clinicS and hospitalized. 
Until these cases are brought under care Louisville's outstanding tuber-
culosis problem will not be met. 
The next most important groups to work ·with are white men 
and women from 25 to 45 years of ttge, They provide mort deaths than any 
other group, ?5;~ of the total deaths; but they are especially important 
because every death in this age group represents the loss of actual or 
potential heads of families, persons of an age to make the highest social 
and economic contribution to the com .. unity. '"hen they ar€; ill over a long 
period of time and v,hen they die, the com;.uni t;l in approximately four 
cas€;s out of five must support them and often their f<'1Il1ilies. It is be-
lieved by medical authorities that most original cases of tubercuh.r in-
fection occur in young children and that the disease, quiescent until 
later in life, is usually traceable to contact as a child v,i th SOllle tuber-
culous adult. This fact makes tuberculosis doubly dangerous when it is 
active in the parents of young children, people who are usually in the 45 
to 45 year age group. It is therefore both economical.LY sound and good 
health procedure to reduce the amount of tuberculosis umong these people. 
The great majority of young adults in Louisville and Jefferson 
County who are suspicious tuberculocls cases belong to the middle and lower 
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income class. While they are still in the early stages of the disease it 
is difficult to persuade them to go to a doctor or a clinic for a physi-
cal examination. They are naturally resistant toward losing a day's pay 
because of an indisposition vvhich does not seem to them serious. Clinic 
attendance must be mad€- easy for them. There should be more fr6quent 
evening tuberculosis c~inics for both Negroes and whites, and these 
clinics Should be held every few months in outlying neighborhoods so 
that people can attend without much losS of time or mon€y in trav€l. Be-
fore tubE;rculosis can be eliminated the cure must go to the people. 
Apprehensive people gladly seize upon little excuses to avoid putting 
their fears to the test. 
';ith tuberculosis the highest cause of death among young ViO-
men of both races there should be a more intensive effort to reach them 
where they <:tree The present program of the Tub6rculosis Association in 
giving free physical examinations in ind.ustrial plants should bE; extended 
either by them or by an official ~gency to include stores, office build-
ings and factories where many young women are employed. This is an expen-
sive method of case-finding, but it is valuable not only in the field of 
tuberculosis, but as a means of making young women at v,ork wore aware of 
all their health assets and defects. Attendance at the clinic for domes-
tic servants should be encouraged una the value of a good health report 
from it Ghou 10 be enhanced. 
The map on page 19 showing the areas of the city where nlOst 
tuberculosis is foune) and the information on page 37 ShOWing i'.hich of 
theSE areas are least known by health and social agencies, should be 
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Etudied and THorb intensive visiting 0irected toward those neighborhooGs 
in the interEst of cas€:-finciing in the productive field of contacts • 
. 
. Although the actual rlumber of pbrsons 45 ;,'ears of E..ge and 
over ~ho dis from tuberculosis was not so high as in the ir~uediately 
lower age g;roup, the d6uth ratbs in these later ytars was hig;il(,l' than 
any~h(,re else. ~oreover, among these older people there is apt to be a 
carelessness about their ovm habits u.ncl a callousness to the danger uf 
infecting others with their diseaseJ many instances of childhood infect-
ion have occurred through the presence of a tuberculous grandparent in 
the household. Consideration of tuberculosis as a familJ pr<;blem, not aC 
c... matter of concern to the patient alone, v;ould SeE:l,a to be the way to 
lllE.€:t the situation Y,'tlen the older patient is a mbmbt;r' of a family. Visits 
to the cheaper type of hotel, men's lotging house, nurSing home and to 
the Transient Bur€au in the interest of beneral heal-th inspection would 
revtal Inany unrtported cases of tuberculosis arllOng llliuule aged Li.nci. older 
residents. 
The problem of case-finding is closely related to anti often 
dependent upon the administrative policies of the agencies 'horking in the 
field of tuberculosis. Changes in these policies are more ciifficult to 
achieve them minor changes in procedures, but tlley have more far reach-
ing results. 
The IJ;Ost frequent cri ticsm of the tuberculo sis probram of 
Louisville anel Jefferson County, made by visiting specialists in the health 
fi61d, is that too much timE unc, attention are biven to institutionCl.l care 
of the chronic tuberculous patient and not tnough to finding and hospital-
izing the early r6medial case. The high proportion of deaths at the local 
s.:.natorium and the high number of day's care and consequent cost per pat-
ient, as compared with similar figures for other public sanatoria, sub-
stantiatE this criticism. T,iscusGion with the medical authorities in 
charae of admissions to the institution has brought out the fact that the (;) 
present proceci.ure is a definite policy and that there is no imi::€diate in-
tention to change that policy. 
In line viith this policy is the type of nursing personnel em-
ployed by the clinic. These nurses are responsible for all the field v;ork 
in case-finding as well as for bedside care of the patients in the home 
anci for assistance to the pflYsician during the clinics. They are good hos-
pital nurses, well trained by the clinic medical director in clinic admin-
istration and in care of the tuberculous patient, whether ambulatory or 
confined to bed. They have had no training in public he&lth nursing, vihere 
emphasis is placed on cOIT'oi.Alni ty anci family health &s"ell as on the illJlueo-
iate patient; they lack supervised training in health teaching, cooperative 
work with other health and social agencies, basic nutritional euucution 4nd 
Hloaern psychologic und psychiatric information. There is a definite CLinic 
policy not to employ tndned public health nurses. 
The remedy suggested for this situation is drastic and probably 
impossible to put into immediate effect. There would seem to be no doubt, 
however, that the tuberculosis death rate in the co~.llnity would be lower 
if the Waverley Sanatorium and clinics could be amalgamated with the al-
ready proposed joint City-County Health Department. As a branch of City 
l.ospitul the sanatorium would be more readily ac:.:essible to tuberculous 
I,atients now frequently held for long intervals at thE; hospital or in their 
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homes, but the greatest advantage in the change woulci. be in the more 
aggressive case-finding policy resulting from the laq:;er number 0 ~ 
bettf.,r trained public health nurzes, among them several Negro nurses, 
v.ho would undoubtedly bring more suspicious cases to the tuberculosis 
clinicS. Nkrses who work constantly in child health conferences and in 
the public and parochial schools have an exceptional opportunity to 
meet and to discuss health problems with all types of families; their 
technique has been developed in the stimulation of families and indi-
viduals to assume responsibility for the health of themselves and of 
others. ',Idth the adGition of tuberculosis to the official public health 
program t:le conwunity would receive a more complete and progressive ser-
1 
vice in this field. 
If this radical administrative change could be effected the 
bedside nursing care of tuberculous patients confined to bed in their own 
homes would have to be turned oV6r to the Visiting No_lrse Association. The 
Health Department should probably pay the Association for this carEi, which 
is at present being paid for out of tax funds. 
An el}ually valuable and equally difficult administrative change 
would be the opening of a long needed chronic disease hospital for Louisvil~e 
and Jefferson County, also as a branch of the present City hospital, to v,hich 
could be transferred many of the chronic tuberculous cases now occupying beds 
at :,averley Sanatorium. This sanatorium is viell e1uipped medically and zur-
1. The recent administrative change whereby this rlcommendation has already 
been put into effect should soon begin to shovi the beneficic1l rtsults 
here outlined. 
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gically to care for serious, acute stages of tuberculosis. T;le more expen-
sive service required for these cases is not needed for cld chronic cuses; 
adequate_ care for them could be provided in an inBtitution v,hose cost 
v.ould be at least one dollar p6r day per patient less than the s_natoriurn 
cost. The s,-,natorium v.u.rds shculci not be clogged with chronic cas€.s for 
v,hom little but custodial care until deu.th is required. 
Eore dynamic case-finding should result in the discover J of 
lnore early cases of tuberculosis and these should be ablE: to rective im-
mediate hospitalization if it is me6ical.LY recora;;;ended. Experience in 
other places has shown that many such patients can be returned to the com-
munit~1 with their disease c;uiescent in a comparatively short time. Two 
valuable objectives are thus achieved the acute ease is rewoved from 
the possibility of infecting others, and a (utJuallv) young person is re-
turned to r(;sume his place in the comIrJLmity with the kno,,;ledge of how to 
protect his own and other peoples' health, before extensive damage has 
occurred. This ~ug6estion calls for a more rapid turnover in patients at 
-:,averley Sanatorium und because of the greater amount of attention needed 
by such acute cases might result in a slightly higher per ciiem cost per 
patient. i~owever, the reduction in ultimate cost of tuberculoSiS to the 
community and the im.liediate reduction in cost to both relief and health 
ugenci€s (incident to the early removal of the patient to the hospital) 
should compensate for the Glight ad-;-itional expense at the ::anatorium. 
It is believed such a '-' eduction Day reasonably bE, 1l1ao (: from the instance 
previously cited, of the concurrent decrease in number of Net;ro male tu-
berculous patients at the sanatorium with a considerable increase in the 
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number of Negro male patients dying in their own homes and kno"n to 
relief agencies. 
A change in administrative poliCY af fecting other tlian the 
public agencies is cDncerned i,ith the nurses' training schools in pri-
vate hospitals. About one-fifth of all deaths from tuberculosis in the 
area ctudied occur in families apparently able to provide meClical and 
nursing care for themselves either at hOfue or in hospitals. Lost of the 
nurseG giving such care are graduates of local privat6 hospital training 
schoels, y6t none of these hospitals admit enough patiE-nts with recogniz-
ed communicable disease to provide adequate training in this subject for 
their stud6nt nurses. It is therefore suggested that an affiliation in 
com;;;unicable disease nurSing be set up at;,av6rley Sanatorium vihere stu-
dents from private hospital training schools could be taught aseptic 
technique in any medical condition. These nurses would becomE; ~ .. cc~uainted 
'idth the symptoms of tuberculosis and with desireable procedures for: its 
control. Their own future teaching would reach families of an economic 
leV6l sE-lltom visited by nurS6S of the official 3ealth Departm6nt or of 
the Visiting Nurse Association. 
A final suggestion in the field of administrative policy re-
lates to the care of the tuberculous transient. StEps should be taken to 
make mandatory on some state office the financial support of these dan-
gerous persons. It is now legally the r6sponsibility of the county of 
"hich the patient is a reSident, but the ability of many of these counties 
to meet their financial obligations is nihil. So long as there are no free 
beds for tuberculous patients in other parts of the state it is inEvitable 
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that some of them will come to Louisville and Jefferson County seeking 
hospitalization. Here they are a danger to many people since they can-
not legally be admitted to local institutions. It will probably require 
action at the state level to solve this deadlock, but the need clearly 
points to some such solution. 
For transients from other states found to have tuberculosis 
temporary free care should pl'obably be provicied in a local institution, 
in the interest of safeguarding local citizE;ns, until arranlSemE-nts can 
be made to return the sick migrant to his own state. Gther states are 
known to perform a like service for Kentucky • 
.\. note should be made in this section on administrative prob-
lems regarding tuberculosis at Central state l~ospital. No recommendation 
is necessary since it is understood that the new management there has 
recently segregated anci. given special attention to the tuberculous pa-
tients, so that they are no longer a source of infection to others. 
Changes in administrative policy ana in case-finding depend to 
a large extent on placing before those in authority or with influence in 
the cOllllilunity, information of thE; kind t;1at convinces them the changes are 
possible and desireable. Since different people are motivb.t6d by ciifferent 
impulses the content of the information and the method of presenting it 
will vary, but the following suggestions are offered as meeting to some 
extent the needs in this field. 
The necessary basis for the indicated approach would be the 
continuous collection and analYSis of local tuberculosis statistics, as 
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compared with similar data from other places. At the present time the 
monthly and annual reports of \iaverley Sanatorium and clinics are given 
practically no publicity. Neither they nor the anllUal report s of the 
Tuberculosis Associaticn present information as to the fundamental cri-
teria relating to tuberculosis. Although much general information about 
tuberculosis is presented to the public during Early Diagnosis Ive6k and 
Negro Health WEek thEre is little focuS of attention on local conditions. 
';',hile shot-sun scatterins of health education material has it s place 
there are certain educated and sophisticateu groups who are bored by it. 
They are, often composed of educatE:id people who, it is believed, would 
respond to a documented and indiviciualized appeal for their assistance 
in changing certain conditions where Louisville was admittE:dly below 
standard. Included among these groups should be trle Board of '.i.'uberculo-
ds l'ospital and the Board of the Tuberculosis Association. At the time 
when financial appeals for the suP?ort of tuberculosis institutiuns and 
agencies are presented to the City C,_uncil, the County Com..,issioners and 
the Comr:mnity Chest a brief report should be made on conditions and trends 
in tuberculosis, both locally and nationally. Only with such a background 
of achievement anu need can rational appropriations be made. 
Since not all of the medical profession are aware of the place 
of the tuberculosis sanatorium and clinics in the comr:dnity it might be 
well for one of the visiting tuberculosis spE:icialists who addresG the local 
County Eedical Society annually, to focu S his talk specifically on local 
conditions. Louisville evinces a tolerance, not entirely confined to its 
l~y citizens, to~ard the danger of tuberculosis. 
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Another group in constant contact v,ith tuberculous families 
is composed of social workers. If their training could include more bm-
phasis on the far-reaching social implications of tuberculosis the prac-
ticing social worker would probably be mOrb alert to symptoms of early 
disease and c;uicker to see that clients obtained medical care and aoe-
0uate r~lief to provide for hygienic living. 
The general population iE certainly morEo nutrition conscious 
than it was a ff.W yeurs ago, but if we arE; to prevE-nt und to overcome 
childhood tuberculosis in Louisville and Jefferson County, it ~ill be 
necessary to impress this public ~ith the need for nutritious food among 
tl'6 groups "ho ctep(;nd on the public for their food al.LowancE.. 
Publicity is also needed to bring before th6 pub~ic the nE-bd 
for official housing inspection, noW a missinG item in the local hE-alth 
program. 11.lthough Louisville bus v6ry few tenements of tLe typE., found in 
large E:astern cities it does have numerous 010 one-family hOUSE:s no,; oc-
cupied by several familiES. Toilet and water facilities are inadequate 
for tile ~Jresent occupancy, plul!Jbing is uilapidi .• ted and unsafe, rooms I::tre 
overcrowded with people anci halls are blocked with the apiJaratus of crowd-
ed living. i1.t present tLe only curE: for bad housing conditions being pre-
sented to the public is the expE::nsive method of slum clearance and erf,ct-
ion of new houses. ThEor€ is another remE;ci.y for bact housing ",hich, \'hi16 
only effecting a partial cure, is much lE~s costly unci. II!OTf univerr;[41ly 
apl;licable. I'eri0c:'ic inspection of ten6ments, rooming and lodging llOuses 
by the local Lealth Department v.ould make not onl~ for tLe corr(;ction of 
insanitary conoitions and bati houGekeepin~, but could also be the means 
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for revE-aling to an alert inspector lilan:/ unreported cases of corw"unicuble 
di8E'ase. A 1 a",' or city ordinance peniitting ::.uch in:o.pection shc·ulci be pasDed. 
The inspection service, like the similar sErvicE- to dairies, CQulG be mane 
to pay for itself by a Sj'StEill of licensinG. 
Eriefly sUlflmarized the sUb6€sti'Jns for control of tub61'cuJ.c:>is 
in Louisville und Jefferson County are as follows: 
1. L.:nployment of a ~,ell-trained maLe ljegro heul tf. v.ori\.er. 
~. Provision of additiunal Evening tuberculosis clinics for 
both Villi to and tregro patients and su spected cases. 
3. ,i'rovision of tuberculosis clinics at n'Gulctr intE-rvals in 
outlying parts of the city and county. 
4. provision of free health examinations for young women in 
industries, offices and stores. 
5. ~xpansion of the services of the clinic for 0om€stic 
servants. 
6. Inte'nsivf' health eciucati0n in g60grapbic areas W}l(::r6 con-
siderable tuberculosis is known to exist. 
7. Amalgamation of hav6rley ijanatoriurn and CLinics with the 
joint City-County health Department. 
8. Assignuent to all nurses in this enlarged official heulth 
agency of responsibility for health E;ciucu.tion in tLe fiE,ld 
of tuberculosis Llnd for nurSing service in tubbrculosis 
clinics. 
9. il.ssignlli€nt of responsibility for bedside nursinb of tubE.-r-
bl. 
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culous patients in their own homes to the VisitinG Nurse 
ASEociation, with payment for such service by the Lealth 
Department. 
10. Flemoval of chronic tuberculous patients from I.averley 
sanatorium to special wards in a new Chronic Disease 
Lespi tal. 
11. Establishment in the curriculum of all nurses' training 
schools in private hospitals of ~ required course in 
nursing care of tuberculosis uS a typical com.uunicable 
disease. 
12. Assignrllent to some department of tI-,e state 60vernment of 
the financial responsibility for care of tubt:rculous 
transients who arc citizens of the state. 
13. Assignment to the local Health Department of the respon-
sibility for temporary care of tuberculous transients 
... 
from other states. 
14. Provision for collection, analysis and appropriate pub-
licity of local tuberculosis statistics. 
15. presentation of th(;se statistics and other material re-
lating to local tuberculosis problems to various groups 
of citizens responsible for the llealth of the cor.u;.,uni ty. 
16. Institution of legal and financial measures for sanitary 
inspection of tenements Clnd oth(;r types of multiple 
dwellings. 
VIII. Conclusion 
, 
I 
VIII. Conclusion 
In the introduction to this report several questions were 
posed to \i~hich answers can now be given. 
Is tuberculosis no longer an important problem for Louis-
ville and Jefferson County! \dth an average of ~A7 cieaths of lecal 
residents each year from tuberculosis anc, with 2/ , of the total popu-
lation affected as patients or as contacts, tuberculosis still pre-
sents a serious health problem to tte city and county. 
Do Louisville and Jefferson County compare favorably in 
tuberculosis rates with other parts of the country! Although the 
local rates for a few age groups among whites and Negroes are better 
than the rates for comparable national groups, the local general tu-
berculosis death rate is considerably higher than the national death 
rate; Loui sville has thirci from the highest death rate among the four-
teen cities of its population class. 
What is the financial cost of tub6rculosis to the com.unity! 
Local agencies dealing clirectly and exclusively li'ith tuberculosis spent 
during 1934--1938 an annual average of $429,146.CO or $1.:2.1 for each man, 
woman and child in Louisville and Jefferson County. The aV6rage patient 
hospitalized at '::averley Sanatorium cost tlle con:u,ltmity ~762. The adciit-
ional cost of tuberculous patients in other public institutions, and the 
support and supervision of the families of the tuberculous (80/~ of Whom 
are visited by some social or health agency) cannot be accurately estim-
ated, but it nrust approximate the known figure stated above. Together 
they result in a tremendous drain of finances now being spent on a disease 
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which could be practically eradicated by ~n intensive rational attack. 
Is the expenditure of tax money and Rrivate contributions 
resulting in decreased incidGnce of tuberculosis! Local tub6rculosis 
deuth rates are decreasing, but not so rapidly as in some other com-
munities which are spending lesser amounts of money morE, intellibently. 
Is Louisville's complacency rebarding its tuberculosis 
]1'0 blem ju sti fied t No com.mni t y should be s:;.ti sfied with spending 
more money on its tuberculosis program than other com . ..unities spend 
while getting less effective resul~s. ~here Louisville has waged its· 
anti-tuberculosis campaign intensively and intelligently the results 
have merited satisfaction, but numerous other groups and areas Show 
the result of neglect. 
Repeated generalizations about any subject tend to dull 
interest in it. Tuberculosis was the first disease to be presented tc 
the public as a subject of social responsibility; recurrent years of 
t~e campaign, however, have brought an inevitable apathy both to cam-
paigners and campaigned. The objective of this report has been to dig 
beneath the routine, wellworn surface truths concerning tuberculosis 
and to bring up some sharp, pointed nuggets of local fact with which 
to prick local audiences to a greater degree of interest in and res-
ponsibility for the eradication of tuberculosis from Louisville and 
Jefferson County. 
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